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Public Information Sheet
Inspection of Papers - Local Government
(Access to Information) Act 1985
You can find papers for all our meetings on our website at www.bristol.gov.uk.
You can also inspect papers at the City Hall Reception, College Green, Bristol, BS1 5TR.
Other formats and languages and assistance
For those with hearing impairment
Other o check with and
You can get committee papers in other formats (e.g. large print, audio tape, braille etc) or in
community languages by contacting the Democratic Services Officer. Please give as much notice as
possible. We cannot guarantee re-formatting or translation of papers before the date of a particular
meeting.
Committee rooms are fitted with induction loops to assist people with hearing impairment. If you
require any assistance with this please speak to the Democratic Services Officer.
Public Forum
Members of the public may make a written statement ask a question or present a petition to most
meetings. Your statement or question will be sent to the Committee and be available in the meeting
room one hour before the meeting. Please submit it to democratic.services@bristol.gov.uk or
Democratic Services Section, Brunel House St Georges Road Bristol BS1 5UY. The following
requirements apply:
•
•

The statement is received no later than 12.00 noon on the working day before the meeting and is
about a matter which is the responsibility of the committee concerned.
The question is received no later than three clear working days before the meeting.

Please see www.bristol.gov.uk and the ‘How to Have Your Say’ pdf for the parameters of each
individual Committee and what will happen to your submission.
Any statement submitted should be no longer than one side of A4 paper. If the statement is longer
than this, then for reasons of cost, only the first sheet will be copied and made available at the
meeting. For copyright reasons, we are unable to reproduce or publish newspaper or magazine articles
that may be attached to statements.
By participating in public forum business, we will assume that you have consented to your name and
the details of your submission being recorded and circulated to the committee. This information will
also be made available at the meeting to which it relates and placed in the official minute book as a
public record (available from Democratic Services).
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We will try to remove personal information such as contact details. However, because of time
constraints we cannot guarantee this, and you may therefore wish to consider if your statement
contains information that you would prefer not to be in the public domain. Public Forum statements
will not be posted on the council’s website. Other committee papers may be placed on the council’s
website and information in them may be searchable on the internet.
Process during the meeting:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Forum is normally one of the first items on the agenda, although statements and petitions
that relate to specific items on the agenda may be taken just before the item concerned.
There will be no debate on statements or petitions.
The Chair will call each submission in turn. When you are invited to speak, please make sure that
your presentation focuses on the key issues that you would like Members to consider. This will
have the greatest impact.
Your time allocation may have to be strictly limited if there are a lot of submissions.
If there are a large number of submissions on one matter a representative may be requested to
speak on the groups behalf.
If you do not attend or speak at the meeting at which your public forum submission is being taken
your statement will be noted by Members.

Webcasting/ Recording of meetings
Members of the public attending meetings or taking part in Public forum are advised that all Full
Council and Cabinet meetings and some other committee meetings are now filmed for live or
subsequent broadcast via the council's webcasting pages. The whole of the meeting is filmed (except
where there are confidential or exempt items) and the footage will be available for two years. If you
ask a question or make a representation, then you are likely to be filmed and will be deemed to have
given your consent to this. If you do not wish to be filmed you need to make yourself known to the
webcasting staff. However, the Openness of Local Government Bodies Regulations 2014 now means
that persons attending meetings may take photographs, film and audio record the proceedings and
report on the meeting (Oral commentary is not permitted during the meeting as it would be
disruptive). Members of the public should therefore be aware that they may be filmed by others
attending and that is not within the council’s control.
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Agenda Item 4
Bristol City Council
Minutes of the Communities Scrutiny Commission
(previously Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Commission)
14 January 2019 at 10.00 am

Members Present:Councillors: Gary Hopkins (Chair), Jo Sergeant (Vice-Chair), Carole Johnson, Jon Wellington, Afzal Shah,
Jeff Lovell, Matt Melias, Martin Fodor and Charlie Bolton

1. Welcome, Introductions and Safety Information
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting
2. Apologies for Absence
Cllr Graham Morris
Cllr Hibaq Jama
3. Declarations of Interest
None
4. Minutes of the Previous Meeting and Action Tracker
The draft minutes of the previous meeting (12th November 2018) were agreed as a correct record of
the meeting by the Members.
RESOLVED: Outstanding actions to be reviewed and the Commission reserves the right to ask Officers
further questions following this meeting.
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5. Chair's Business
Visit to Temple Street to meet the HomeChoice and Customer Services teams.



It was agreed that the HomeChoice visit was informative and helpful.
Members agreed that there may be a lack of knowledge within the public and across elected
Members on how the various housing processes and teams link together was noted.

RESOLVED: There should be some awareness raising about HomeChoice processes and team
responsibilities so elected Members can better advise and also manage expectations.
There was a discussion about the potential use of libraries and similar community
spaces/venues with the use of Skype or a similar model that enables remote access; and that it
could enable better accessibility for those citizens who have not been able to access Temple
Street Citizen Service Point.
It was agreed by all Members that the tour, presentations and discussions at Temple Street
(HomeChoice and Customer Services) was very worthwhile and positive, and Officers deserve thanks
and credit.
Chair confirmed that in the context of the Directorate restructure, the Communities Commission will
keep to its work programme.
RESOLVED: It be noted that a Commission review meeting is to be held to address remaining
questions the Commission has about the topics discussed at the three meetings on the 2018-19
programme. The meeting will be held in March/April 2019 (TBC).
6. Public Forum
The following Public Forum was received:
 Questions 1 & 2: Community Infrastructure levy / s106 process review
Answers to the questions were provided to Mr Gimson, and points were raised and discussed at
Agenda item 7.


Statement 1: Community Toilets Scheme

Mr Redgewell spoke to his statement and points were raised and discussed at Agenda item 8.
7. Performance for Q2
Members asked what is being put in place for improvement of the Performance Indicators:
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DCM191 Levels of Engagement with community development work.
DCM414 Improve energy efficiency from home installations.
BCP327 % corporate FOI requests to within 20 working days.

ACTION: Officers to provide the Commission responses to the Performance queries
RESOLVED: A final Communities Commission review meeting will be held (date to be confirmed), in
which it is requested Q3 Performance report is made available. Following the Directorate restructure
there will not be a dedicated Communities report generated, although Officer can produce one from the
Directorate reports.
8. CIL/s106 process review
The Neighbourhoods & Communities Service Manager, and the Community Resources Manager
delivered a presentation (the slides are included in the published pack).
Chair provided opportunity for Mr Gimson to follow up his Public Forum question: will the community
will be consulted on the changes to the Regulation 123 list.
Officer response:
o This is referring to Strategic CIL rather than local CIL. There is a request for the Cabinet
Member to review. There are no plans at this stage for further consultation
RESOLVED: That the Public Forum question (whether the proportion of locally allocated CIL funds can
be increased from 15%) will be reviewed.
There was a discussion surrounding accessibility of relevant information related to the CIL process for
citizens and whether elected Members are appropriately informed.
RESOLVED: That there is a need for updated guidance on the process, and that Member
briefings would be helpful.
There was a discussion about delivery timetables, and Officers stated that there was not a
fixed timetable as it depended on the capacity of the Parks and Transport departments.
RESOLVED: It be noted that (i) as a result of consultation, project resources for Parks will be increased
and a schedule will be published when it is clear that there will be enough capacity to enable delivery;
and (ii) there is now an agreement in place with Transport and Parks departments to share a tracker
for all schemes; that elected Members will receive a status report twice yearly; and there will be
further updates should there be changes to existing plans.
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A Member stated that there should be flexibility and a facility for different processes for different
levels of funding requested; that the existing model may prevent release of money for a publicly
supported project in need of speedy approval.
RESOLVED: Vice-Chair of Communities Scrutiny Commission will make proposals to the Commission of
an appropriate process to resolve this issue without using extra Officer resource.
9. Community Toilets Scheme
The Neighbourhoods & Communities Service Manager and the Neighbourhood Services Manager
delivered a presentation (the slides are included in the published pack).
Chair provided opportunity for Mr Redgewell to follow up his Public Forum question: concern about
some of the toilets in the scheme closing at 5pm; would like clarity surrounding where the accessible
toilets are; and what information is available for bus passenger and members of the public.
Officer response:
o Bristol Physical Access Chain (BPAC) have been involved in inspections and informed the
definition of what is accessible.
o Full details on Council’s website, including a map of the toilets included in the scheme:
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/streets-travel/public-toilets
and https://www.bristol.gov.uk/streets-travel/public-toilet-map
o Each toilet has signs designating the service provision, including whether it is accessible and
has baby changing facilities. Examples of the signs can be found on the website, link above.
o Bristol Aging Better is producing 6 maps covering the city, and it is planned that they will be
widely distributed when published in February.
There was a discussion about whether the Council is working in partnership with other organisations
such as train and bus companies so as to ensure provision for their employees and customers; and
whether there are funding opportunities for public toilet provision.
ACTION: Officers will feedback details of opportunities for joint working and funding initiatives to
the Commission.
ACTION: Officer to provide data on how many refusals to join the scheme and the reasons.
There was a discussion about the targets for accessibility; whether Council toilets are included in the
scheme; how standards are monitored; and how success is measured. The Commission heard that:
 The 75% target for accessibility has been met at this point; and toilets in the Citizen Service
Points and City Hall are included.
 In terms of distribution and location, there is a significant increase from when the 14 public
toilets were closed in December 2017.
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 Being signed up means adhering to a set of standards; there have been no reports of
businesses not adhering to standards.
 Feedback is gathered from current participants and there is just one venue that decided to
not continue after sign up.
 Success can be measured by the number of accessible toilets and coverage of the scheme;
and to ensure we meet commitments made in the report to Cabinet.
RESOLVED: It be noted that Officers should be commended on the initiative, although
further progress would be difficult with agreements with breweries; and as a land/asset
owner, the Council should consider making membership of the scheme a condition of lease
agreements.
RESOLVED: The Commission would like an update in the coming months including what the
provision and need is by area. The Commission will then ask further questions.
The Commission heard that the priority task of the scheme was targeting provision where the
public toilets were closed. The Community Toilets Scheme goes further than that, providing
extra provision.
ACTION: Officer to clarify national guidance and standards
10. Customer Services
Head of Citizen Service presented the report (included in the published pack).
There was a discussion about how customer service is measured; whether the Council has insight into
citizens who do not access the Citizens Service Point; and how the Council monitors and reduces
repeat calls.
The Commission heard that:




Exit interviews are conducted for service users who visit Temple Street Citizens Service Point
(CSP).
Officers are investigating ways to get feedback from those who do not attend the CSP.
The Council holds repeat caller data using the caller phone number, and if within 24 hours the
same number is received, this is logged as a repeat caller. The same number after a couple of days
may not be a repeat caller, it may be the same person with a different query.

ACTION: Officer to provide available data on customer satisfaction and repeat calls.
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There was a discussion about the cost of calls and how this is calculated, and how different service
departments are recharged fairly.
The Commission heard that:


Cost is calculated based on number of calls and average time; and for recharging, the number of
calls and the amount of time spent is calculated and then recharged proportionately.

RESOLVED: It be noted that Officers should be commended on the customer service; and that there is
a concern about the small amount of citizens who may find it difficult to get to Temple Street and so
access the services available via the Citizens Service Point.
The Commission heard that the Council has an Engagement team dedicated to reaching citizens who
find it difficult to access the CSP.
ACTION: Officer to provide the Commission further details on the Engagement team.

Meeting ended 1pm
CHAIR __________________
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Agenda Item 7
Name of Meeting – Report

Communities Scrutiny
Commission
Date 14th January 2019
Report of: Executive Director:

Mike Jackson

Title:

Customer Services Review

Ward:

City wide

Officer Presenting Report:

Rizwan Tariq / Penny Fell

Contact Telephone Number:

0117 35 25450

Recommendation
- None, information paper.
The significant issues in the report are:

-Not applicable.
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1. Summary
An overview of the contact volume dealt within Citizen Service has been provided.
2. Context
This Report sets out, as requested at the Communities Scrutiny Commission (CSC) held on 14th January
2019, progress on actions and further information sought following the visit to Citizen Services and at
the CSC.
3. Policy
Not applicable
4. Consultation
a)Internal
Not applicable
b)External
Not applicable
5. Public Sector Equality Duties
5a)

Before making a decision, section 149 Equality Act 2010 requires that each decision-maker
considers the need to promote equality for persons with the following “protected
characteristics”: age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion
or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Each decision-maker must, therefore, have due regard to the
need to:
i) Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct prohibited under
the Equality Act 2010.
ii) Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular,
to the need to --

remove or minimise disadvantage suffered by persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic;

-

take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected characteristic
that are different from the needs of people who do not share it (in relation to disabled
people, this includes, in particular, steps to take account of disabled persons'
disabilities);

-

encourage persons who share a protected characteristic to participate in public life or in
any other activity in which participation by such persons is disproportionately low.
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iii) Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and
those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular, to the need to –
- tackle prejudice; and
- promote understanding.
5b)
Appendices:
Actions from 14th January 2019 Communities Scrutiny
Customer Satisfaction results
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985
Background Papers:
None
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Actions from 14th January 2019 Communities Scrutiny
Following the 14 January 2019 Communities Scrutiny, Citizen Services was asked to
provide a response to the actions raised in the meeting. The response against each
action can be seen below:
1. Action: Officer to provide data on customer satisfaction
The results for the year 2017/18 are attached separately.
2. Action: Officer to provide available data on repeat calls
Citizen Services is able to measure repeat calls following the introduction of the new
telephony system in June 2018. The classification of repeat calls varies from
organisation to organisation, for the purpose of this exercise, a repeat call is a call
made to the contact centre from the same number within 24 hours. The figure will
also include those calls that may not be a repeat if the citizen is calling with a
completely different query within 24 hours. Unfortunately it isn’t possible to isolate
these calls out.
The breakdown of repeat calls per service for February is as below:
Service

Estimated %
of repeat calls

Care Direct

14.5 %

Housing
Repairs, Rents, Home Choice Bristol, Estates, Caretaking
Protection
ASB, Noise Pollution, Registrations, Pest Control, Translation &
Interpreting, Food Safety, Pollution control
Revenues and Benefits
Council Tax, Business rates, Housing Benefits
Streets
Blue badges, Residents Parking, Travel Cards, Parks, Planning,
Building Regulations, Highways, Lighting, Traffic management,
Waste
Overall

18.8%

14.1%
14.5%

13.3%
15.8%

3. Action: Officer to provide information on the Engagement Team within
Citizen Services
The Performance and Citizen Engagement (PACE) team sits within Citizen Services.
The role of the team is to support the day to day running of the Contact Centre
(CSC) and the Citizen Service Point (CSP) by supporting projects, compiling
analytics and providing citizen insight.
The PACE team also has an outward citizen facing function, it has provided basic
digital training for citizens prior to and immediately after the closure of the satellite
CSPs as well as attending Citizen forums, tenant and service user group forums.
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The team has spends time in the CSP on a 6 monthly basis to gather feedback from
citizens about the service they received. The feedback is analysed and learnings are
implemented by the service.
The team would welcome working with members to explore opportunities to improve
the service delivered by Citizen Services for the citizens of Bristol.
The team can be contacted by email: pace@bristol.gov.uk
4. Action: What is being put in place for improvement of the Performance
Indicator BCP327 % corporate FOI requests to within 20 working days?
The Customer Relations Team (CRT) has implemented a range of measures to help
improve the performance of FOI requests over the last year. These include:
 Centralising the CRT so that the team has an improved overview of performance
across the council;
 FOI performance figures broken down by service are compiled and sent to all
senior managers within the council; and,
 the Customer Relations Manager attends EDM on a quarterly basis to provide an
overview of performance and highlight areas of poor performance.
Performance is also adversely affected by the system that is currently used to
allocate FOI requests to respondents:
 the system set up means that often officers will respond to the response in time
but the task is not closed on the system; and,
 where FOIs cover multiple service areas,, information needs to be gathered and
compiled from each of those services before a response can be sent out: this is
currently a manual process, and the system does not flag to the CRT if services
have not responded in time to meet the deadline given.
However, during 2019-20, the current Customer Relations system will be replaced
with a new system, iCasework, that is specifically designed to handle complaints,
FOIs and subject access requests. Performance will therefore improve significantly
once this new system has been implemented as it will allow the CRT to proactively
monitor FOI responses, not only to check the response has been sent out in time,
but also the quality of each response. The new system is also designed to allow the
CRT to monitor all responses made, whilst not requiring those respondents to use
the system to the same depth as the current system. This will especially assist those
officers who do not regularly respond to FOI requests.
5. Action: Is there progress on remote access / Skype idea; and what is the
plan to ensure everyone is able to access services?
The service is planning to pilot the remote access / video conferencing feature from
July 2019 onwards.
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Citizen Services
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Customer Satisfaction
April 2017 – March 2018

Introduction
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• The slides provide the results of the customer satisfaction
measured between April 2017 and March 2018 by Citizen
Services.
• An email link offering the opportunity to provide feedback is
sent to a sample of citizens following their contact with either
the Contact Centre (CSC) or the Citizen Service Point.
• The feedback is passive, i.e. Citizens choose to provide
feedback following their interaction.
• The survey results only relate to Citizen Services, although the
feedback may be directed at the service areas if they are
responsible for the resolution.
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Results
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Responses: 402 Skipped: 0

What was your enquiry about? (please select all that apply)
Answer Choice

Response
Percent
1.5%

Response
Total
6
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1

Adult Social Care

2

Animal health & Welfare

0.2%

1

3

Anti-Social Behaviour & Nuisance

0.2%

1

4

Business Rates

5.0%

20

5

Council Tax

45.5%

183

6

Estate Management / Tenancy Issues

1.5%

6

7

Family Information Services

0.0%

0

8

Food Safety & Public Health

0.0%

0

9

Highways & Streets

0.5%

2

10

Home Choice Bristol

2.5%

10

11

Homelessness

1.2%

5

12

Housing Benefit / Council Tax Reduction

20.6%

83

13

Parking / Parking Permits

12.9%

52

14

Planning / Building Regulations

5.0%

20

15

Pest Control

0.0%

0

16

Pollution Control

0.0%

0

17

Registrations (Births, Marriages & Deaths)

0.5%

2

18

Rent (Council Tenant)

4.7%

19

19

Repairs

1.7%

7

20

Translation Services

0.0%

0

21

Travel / Bus Passes / Blue Badges

2.2%

9

22

Waste, Bins & Recycling

1.7%

7

23

Other (please specify):

4.7%

19

answered
skipped

402
0
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Responses: 402 Skipped: 0
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Responses: 402 Skipped: 0

Regarding your contact with us, how strongly do
you agree or disagree with the following?

130

Neither
disagree nor
46

159

118

30

33

62

402

255

78

28

18

23

402

The information I was given was easy to understand

227

97

33

18

28

403

The information I was given was useful

221

94

27

21

40

403

We delivered what we promised and dealt with any problems that arose

181

93

49

22

57

402

The member of staff was understanding and polite

270

74

27

10

22

403

8

I was treated with dignity and respect

263

74

28

19

19

403

9

I was treated fairly

253

75

28

15

31

402

Answer Choice
1

It was easy to get in touch with the council

2

I am happy with the time it took to deal with my enquiry

3

The member of staff was professional and knowledgeable

5
6
7
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4

Strongly
agree
102

Agree

65

Strongly
disagree
63

Response
Total
406

Disagree

answered
skipped

402
0
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Responses: 402 Skipped: 0
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Equalities Monitoring

What is your gender?

Are you transgender?
Response
Percent
53.3%

Response
Total
56

1

Female

1

Yes

Response
Percent
0.0%

2

Male

44.8%

47

2

No

95.0%

95

3

Prefer not to say

1.9%

2

3

Prefer not to say

5.0%

5

Answer Choice

Answer Choice

Response
Total
0

answered

105

answered

100

skipped

297

skipped

302

Which age group do you belong to?

Do you consider yourself to be a disabled person?
Response
Percent
0.0%

Response
Total
0

1

under 16

1

Yes

Response
Percent
17.3%

2

16-24

2.9%

3

2

No

77.9%

3

25-49

43.8%

46

3

Prefer not to say

4

50-64

31.4%

33

answered

104

5

65-74

15.2%

16

skipped

298

6

75 and over

5.7%

6

7

Prefer not to say

Answer Choice
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1.0%

1

answered

105

skipped

297

Answer Choice

4.8%

Response
Total
18
81
5

Please describe your disability(please select all that apply)
Answer Choice

Response
Percent
61.1%

Response
Total
11

1

Physical impairment

2

Visual impairment

0.0%

0

Response
Total
75

3

Hearing impairment

0.0%

0

4

Deaf BSL user

0.0%

0

How would you describe your ethnic origin?

1

Response
Percent
White English / Welsh / Scottish / Northern Irish / British 72.8%

5

Learning difficulties

22.2%

4

2

White any other (please select and specify below)

9.7%

10

6

A health condition, e.g. HIV, multiple sclerosis, cancer

16.7%

3

3

Mixed (please select and specify below)

3.9%

4

7

Prefer not to say

11.1%

2

4

Black or minority ethnic background (please tick and specify
below)
7.8%

8

answered

18

5

Prefer not to say

1.9%

2

skipped

384

6

Any Other (please specify)

13.6%

14

answered

103

skipped

299

Answer Choice

If your first language is not English, what is your preferred language of communication?

Do you follow a faith or religion?
Response
Total
1

1

Spoken

Response
Percent
95.5%

Response
Total
21

2

Written

77.3%

17

3

BSL

22.7%

5

1

Buddhist

Response
Percent
1.0%

2

Christian

40.2%

41

3

Hindu

0.0%

0

answered

22

4

Jewish

1.0%

1

skipped

380

5

Muslim

6.9%

7

6

Sikh

1.0%

1

7

No religion

39.2%

40

8

Prefer not to say

6.9%

7

9

Other (please specify):

4.9%

5

Answer Choice
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answered

102

skipped

300

How would you describe your sexuality?
Answer Choice

Response
Percent
85.9%

Response
Total
85

1

Heterosexual

2

Gay

1.0%

1

3

Lesbian

0.0%

0

4

Bisexual

4.0%

4

5

Prefer not to say

10.1%

10

answered

99

skipped

303

Answer Choice

Agenda Item 8
Name of Meeting – Report

Scrutiny Commission
15 April 2019
Community Toilets Scheme update

Report of: Colin Molton, Executive Director
Title: Community Toilets Scheme
Ward: City wide
Officer Presenting Report: Lindsay Hay, Neighbourhoods Services
Manager
Contact Telephone Number: 0117 9036453
Recommendation
To consider a further update on the Community Toilets Scheme following the
presentation to Scrutiny Commission in January 2019.
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1. Summary
2. Context
Following a presentation to the Communities Scrutiny Commission in January officers have been
asked to provide:
 Clarity regarding the Community Toilet Scheme standards
 Clarity regarding how the scheme is communicated to potential providers and users.
 Clarity regarding at what time of the day and evening the toilets in the scheme are available
 Clarity regarding work being taken on identifying gaps (geographical and in access for different
needs)?
Further information relating to each area requiring clarification is given in Appendix 1
3. Policy
The corporate strategy makes clear that, for Bristol to continue to thrive in the face of significant
financial challenge, there needs to be a new collaboration between the city council, voluntary and
community sectors, business and the people of Bristol.
4. Public Sector Equality Duties
5a)

Before making a decision, section 149 Equality Act 2010 requires that each decision-maker
considers the need to promote equality for persons with the following “protected
characteristics”: age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion
or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Each decision-maker must, therefore, have due regard to the
need to:
i) Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct prohibited under
the Equality Act 2010.
ii) Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular,
to the need to --

remove or minimise disadvantage suffered by persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic;

-

take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected characteristic
that are different from the needs of people who do not share it (in relation to disabled
people, this includes, in particular, steps to take account of disabled persons' access
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requirements);
-

encourage persons who share a protected characteristic to participate in public life or in
any other activity in which participation by such persons is disproportionately low.

iii) Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and
those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular, to the need to –
- tackle prejudice; and
- promote understanding.
5b)

The Equalities Impact Assessment considered as part of the Cabinet Report highlighted the
need to pay particular attention to provision of a) wheelchair accessible toilets b ) available
toilets across the city and provision for homeless people. Progress in these areas is addressed
in the presentation.

Appendices:
Appendix 1 Slide pack
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985
Background Papers:
Misc. provision 20 from Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act
1976: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1976/57
Relates to the provision of sanitary appliances at places of entertainment and the ability of a local authority to
require that toilets be provided and’ to make the appliances and things available for use by members of the
public resorting to the place and, if the notice so requires, to make them so available free of charge.’
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Community Toilets Scheme
Page 32

Lindsay Hay
Neighbourhood Services Manager

Presentation Contents
Request for further information:
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What are the Community Toilet Scheme (CTS)
standards?
How is the CTS communicated to potential
providers and users?
What time are the toilets in the scheme
available?

Is there any work on identifying gaps?

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhoods & Communities

Slide 2

What are the CTS standards?
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All members sign up to:
• Allow the public unrestricted and unobstructed access
• Maintain and regularly inspect toilet to ensure clean and
hygienic conditions at all times/adequate supply of soap
etc.
• Well signposted within the premises
• Well signed outside using CTS signage
• Allow access for BCC or its agents to inspect
• Provide information of opening times and change
• Participate until 2023

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhoods & Communities

Slide 3

Access standards?
Comply with Environmental Access Standards 2011
Non-slip floor
covering.
Accessible locks with
large catch
Page 35

Colour contrasting
skirtings
No reflective floor or
wall surfaces
BPAC are ‘mystery
shopping’ to check
accessibility

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhoods & Communities

Slide 4

How is the CTS communicated to potential
providers?
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Direct approaches by officers to:
• Participants of the 2011 City Toilets Scheme and local
schemes such as the Bedminster map.
• Venues identified by citizens, councillors and
community groups
• Commercial chains including: Weatherspoons, Asda,
McDonalds, Starbucks, Subway
• Medical and leisure centres
• City Centre BID
Direct approaches by councillors and Bristol Ageing
Better (BAB)
Email messages sent to all businesses and BIDS,
partners, community groups
BCC website

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhoods & Communities

Slide 5

• Local radio

How is the CTS communicated to potential users?
BCC website
public toilets map
Legible City- city centre paper map
CTS in next edition
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Great British toilet map- auto
updated with new venues. Smart
phone app. available
Bristol Ageing Better local
information sheet being produced
Homeless Connect website –
https://bristolhomelessconnect.com

Local radio

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhoods & Communities

Slide 6

What time are the toilets in the scheme
available?
Public toilets closed
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None open 24 hours (except
2 Victorian urinals)

Community Toilet Scheme


One open 24 hours



44 open after 20:00

None open after 20:00


3 toilets open 6 days a week
earliest opening 06:00 /latest
closing 19:00




9 toilets open 7 days a week
earliest opening 05:00 /latest
closing 20:00 (Shirehampton)

55 toilets open 6 days a week
earliest opening 5.30/ latest
closing 02:00

35 toilets open 7 days a week
earliest opening 05.30/latest
closing 02:00

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhoods & Communities

Slide 7

Is there any work on identifying gaps?
Map of toilet locations shows a good news story
Exceeded Cabinet commitment to provide :
- at least one accessible toilet near to a closed council run toilet.

- 36 Community Toilets
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- St George/Church Rd new facilities from Easter
City-wide view


At least one community toilet in 26 wards



Map shows extensive coverage through CTS (96 participants)



Ward councillors , community and voluntary groups are
encouraged to recommend CTS to businesses in areas where
they feel there are gaps.

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhoods & Communities

Slide 8

Is there any work on identifying gaps?

Page 40
Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhoods & Communities

Slide 9

Community Toilet Scheme – success story
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The Bristol CTS is considered one of the most successful nationally
by the British Toilet Assoc.
‘Use Our Loos ‘campaign and other local authorities regularly
approach Neighbourhood Services for advice
The CTS has developed well given the available officer resource to
manage and promote it (0.2FTE)

Many other venues in Bristol do have toilets that are available for the
public to use but don’t wish to advertise this

Going Forward:
Our aim is to get to 100 CTS and to maintain this level with the support
of businesses, ward councillors, community & voluntary groups and
local people.
Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhoods & Communities

Slide 10

Agenda Item 9
Name of Meeting – Report

Scrutiny Commission
15 April 2019
Clean Streets update

Report of: Colin Molton, Executive Director
Title: Clean Streets- Graffiti and environmental enforcement contract
Ward: City wide
Officer Presenting Report: Lindsay Hay, Neighbourhoods Services
Manager
Contact Telephone Number: 0117 9036453

Recommendation
To consider an update on the Bristol City Council’s approach to graffiti and the change
of contactor delivering the enhanced enforcement contract
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1. Summary

2. Context
2.1 The numbers of reports for graffiti removal are increasing and a recent independent survey
shows incidents have increased since 2015. Bristol City Council’s approach to graffiti is being
reviewed. A number of new initiatives to reduce graffiti tagging and to improve how it is removed
have recently been agreed with the Bristol Waste Company and the police. Consideration is being
given to making the graffiti policy more consistent in promoting a zero tolerance approach
2.2 Following a 14 month trial of enhanced environmental services delivered by Kingdom
Environmental Services a longer term contract has been entered into with 3GS. Scrutiny
Commission is keen to explore how the change of contractor is impacting operations and what
opportunities are being considered for elected members to get involved in the delivery of the
service

3. Policy
3.1 A key mayoral pledge is that Bristol will be measurably cleaner by 2020. This includes less litter,
fly tipping, fly posting, graffiti, dog fouling
3.2 The corporate strategy commits to improving our environment to ensure people enjoy cleaner
air, cleaner streets and access to parks and green spaces.
3.3 The corporate strategy makes clear that, for Bristol to continue to thrive in the face of significant
financial challenge there needs to be a new collaboration between the city council, voluntary and
community sectors, business and the people of Bristol.
4. Public Sector Equality Duties
5a)

Before making a decision, section 149 Equality Act 2010 requires that each decision-maker
considers the need to promote equality for persons with the following “protected
characteristics”: age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion
or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Each decision-maker must, therefore, have due regard to the
need to:
i) Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct prohibited under
the Equality Act 2010.
ii) Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular,
to the need to --

remove or minimise disadvantage suffered by persons who share a relevant protected
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characteristic;
-

take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected characteristic
that are different from the needs of people who do not share it (in relation to disabled
people, this includes, in particular, steps to take account of disabled persons'
disabilities);

-

encourage persons who share a protected characteristic to participate in public life or in
any other activity in which participation by such persons is disproportionately low.

iii) Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and
those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular, to the need to –
- tackle prejudice; and
- promote understanding.
5b)

The approach to graffiti and environmental enforcement is implemented as part of the
Mayoral Clean Streets Plan for which a full EqIA has been undertaken to identify and mitigate
any potential negative impact on people with protected characteristics Appendix 2

Appendices:
Appendix 1- Graffiti presentation
Appendix 2- Enforcement Contractor presentation
Appendix 3 EQIA
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985
Background Papers:
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/33395/Waste+Disposal+and+Street+Scene+Serv
ices+Policy+Statements
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/bins-recycling/clean-streets-campaign
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Clean Streets
What is Bristol City Council’s
Approach to Graffiti?
Lindsay Hay
Neighbourhood Services Manager

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 1

Background




−

April 15 – March 16 - 2,863

−

April 16 – March 17 - 2,496

−

April 17 – March 18 - 3,738

Local Environmental Quality survey
(LEQ) showed graffiti increased since
2015
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Graffiti incidents reported to BWC are up:

Tagging removal is expensive & time
consuming.



Significant problem for the city



Broken window syndrome

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 2

Position statement


Statement on graffiti forms part of the Waste Disposal and
Streetscene Policy adopted 2018
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/33395/Waste+Disposal+
and+Street+Scene+Services+Policy+Statements
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‘All graffiti is criminal damage unless the owner of the property has
given permission. ….if the building is listed they are committing a
criminal offence under S59 Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas Act
1990.
Where a public mural/street art is planned and permission from the
owner is granted, the council will encourage a local consultation to be
held to minimise any issues or challenges that may arise.’


BCC, BWC, Police and other partners need to ensure that this
message is articulated clearly – Bristol is seen as permissive to graffiti
and tagging and this perception needs to change.

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 3

Tackling Graffiti
Tackling Graffiti is part of the Clean Streets plan.
Joint approach- BCC, Bristol Waste Company (BWC) Police and
local communities are working together to reduce the incidents of
graffiti:
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-

improved messaging

-

increase removal

-

better enforcement

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 4

Joint approach - messaging


Campaign messages with BWC that graffiti is illegal and will be
penalised- similar to litter campaigns. Needs to be clear and robust.



Encourage reporting



Publicise the cost to
the city

Page 49
Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 5

Joint approach – graffiti removal
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BWC have trialled a targeted blitz approach working with a local community
to fully remove graffiti tagging in one defined area of Bristol and maintain the
cleansing of that area.
BWC and the City Centre Business Improvement District will put more
resources into graffiti removal in the central area (excluding the Bearpit).
BWC will be working to improve their graffiti removal capability which means
more vehicles and equipment to work at height and better chemicals.
HOWEVER – in order to remove all illegal graffiti and clean up the city,
significant more resource is needed.

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 6

Joint approach – graffiti removal






Make paint and equipment available to local community groups to
address neighbourhood graffiti tagging issues (BWC).
Train citizens in graffiti removal and provide products

Make paint available to Community Payback which can be used for
graffiti removal(BCC).

Page 51
Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 7

Joint approach- enforcement
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Supporting community groups to share tagging
intelligence e.g. Reportable smart phone app
Proposal to increase penalty for graffiti FPN to maximum
of £150 will be considered by Cabinet in May
Fixed Penalty Notice’s issued by 3GS
https://news.bristol.gov.uk/news/graffiti-taggers-issuedfixed-penalty- notices
Use Community Protection Notices (CPNs) or S 215
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 powers for
owners of buildings where graffiti is causing a
detrimental effect on the neighbourhood.

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 8

Joint approach- enforcement






Police have committed more resources to target main
culprits
Senior police officer participates in the Graffiti Action
Group (BCC/BWC/citizens)
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Shared intelligence leading to prosecutions e.g. use of
CCTV:
https://www.bristolpost.co.uk/news/bristol-news/graffitifound-near-cenotaph-remembrance-2210871

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 9

Bristol City Council’s approach to graffiti


Comment and feed back
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Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 10
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Clean Streets Enforcement
Contract- change of contactor
Lindsay Hay, Neighbourhood Services
Manager

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 1

Clean Streets enforcement
Background
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Pilot project with Kingdom Environmental Services to tackle
environmental enforcement started 6 November 2017



Longer term contract with 3GS started 5 February 2019



https://news.bristol.gov.uk/news/3gs-set-to-take-onenvironmental-enforcement-role



Over 13,000 Fixed Penalty
Notices served by contractors

during the past 16 months

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 2

How is the change of contactor affecting
operations?
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3GS has significant experience in the field of
environmental enforcement and provides 13
environmental enforcement contracts across the UK.

Since 3GS started we have seen more action taken
against a wider range of offences.
too soon to make other comparisons

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 3

How is the change of contactor affecting
operations?


Kingdom Environment Crime Breakdown

Dog Control-OtherD
Dog Control-Fouling
EPA-Receptacles
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Litter Dep-OtherL
Litter Dep-Food
Litter Dep-Black Bag
Litter Dep-Printed Lite
ASB-GraffitiFlyp
EPA-Fly-Tipping
Dog Control-On Leads
Litter Dep-Cigarette

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 4

How is the change of contactor affecting
operations?


3GS Environment Crime Breakdown

Dog Control - Dog Fouling
Littering - Chewing Gum
Littering - Urinating
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Flytipping - Flytipping
Commercial Waste - Receptacle Offence
Anti Social Behaviour - Alcohol
Dog Control - Dog not on lead

Commercial Flytipping - Flytipping
Littering - Litter
Littering - Spitting
Littering - Cigarette

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 5

How are members being consulted?
It is proposed:
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That party group leads meet with 3GS to discuss enforcement



To hold half yearly performance update meetings with councillors



To circulate a form to councillors that makes it easy to submit
requests for 3GS to do enforcement work in their wards



That as soon as enforcement activity information on a ward basis
is available this is provided to councillors



Continue to publish performance information on the BCC website

Clean Streets Enforcement campaign - bristol.gov.uk


Accommodate any other ideas for collaboration suggested by
councillors

Growth and Regeneration
Neighbourhood Services

Slide 6

Appendix 2: EQIA for Clean Streets Plan

Bristol City Council Equality Impact Assessment Form
Name of proposal
Directorate and Service Area
Name of Lead Officer
Step 1: What is the proposal?

Clean Streets Plan
Neighbourhoods

Please explain your proposal in Plain English, avoiding acronyms and jargon. This section
should explain how the proposal will impact service users, staff and/or the wider
community.
1.1 What is the proposal?
To introduce a Clean Streets Plan to address the Mayor’s commitment to make Bristol’s
streets measurably cleaner by 2020.
A pledge that Bristol would be measurably cleaner by 2020 was a central commitment of
the Mayor’s manifesto and it is a key priority in the City Council’s Corporate Plan. The
proposed Clean Streets Plan will sit alongside our recently refreshed Towards a Zero Waste
Bristol: Waste and Resource Management Strategy. The main aim of the plan is prevention:
encouraging individuals to take personal responsibility to make sure that waste does not
pollute the environment in the first place.
There are three main themes in the plan, adopted from the Litter Strategy for England :
•Theme 1: Send a clear message – so that we can develop a shared understanding of
acceptable and unacceptable behaviour and to motivate people to do the right thing.
•Theme 2: Clean up the city - a clean environment helps to send a signal that dropping litter
or committing environmental crime is not socially acceptable in that area.
•Theme 3: Improve enforcement against offenders – strengthening the deterrent effect of
legislation.
The plan will enhance and reinforce work being undertaken across the city to tackle
streetscene issues by voluntary organisations and community groups, business and
charity’s.
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Step 2: What information do we have?
2.1 What data or evidence is there which tells us who is, or could be affected?
The plan will impact on every resident in Bristol therefore the plan affects the population of
Bristol, namely:
Demographics in
Bristol are %

Aged 15 and under
16-24
65 - 74
75 and over

18.70%
15.60%
6.90%
6.20%

Men
Women
People with a disability or long term limiting illness total

49.90%
50.10%

White British

16.70%
77.90%

White – non-British
Black and minority ethnic

6.10%
16%

Civil partnership

0.30%

People whose main language is not English
8.50%
85.30%

% Born in the UK
% resident in UK for less than 5 years

5.10%
12%

Lone Parent Household

Bristol City Council’s annual Quality of Life Survey highlights that litter, dog fouling and other
streetscene issues are of particular concern to Bristol residents.





According to our 2015/16 Quality of Life survey 73.8% of people who responded
identified street litter as a problem.
63.4% of residents felt that dog fouling was a problem in their local area.
30.3% of respondents identified anti-social graffiti as a problem.
These issues can be more pronounced in the city centre and some of the more
deprived areas of Bristol. For example, graffiti was seen as a problem for 47% of QOL
respondents in the city Centre and by over 60% in Ashely Ward.

Quality of Life 2015/16 findings:
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Evidence from the annual Quality of Life survey noted above indicates that equalities groups
and people living in more deprived parts of the city currently tend to be more adversely
affected by streetscene issues than the population in general. These findings are supported
by more general research by groups such as Keep Britain Tidy who have also noted that
deprived areas tend to suffer the most from poor local environmental quality and that those
living in more deprived areas are less likely to feel satisfied with the appearance of their
local area than those living in more affluent areas.
Therefore, the proposals outlined in the Clean Streets Plan to take a more robust approach
to tackling streetscene issues are viewed as being of overall benefit to people with
protected characteristics.
2.2 Who is missing? Are there any gaps in the data?
The plan outlines proposals to identify the hotspot areas in Bristol that need more intensive
improvement work through intelligence gained from BWC, councillors, partnership
structures, and enforcement teams. It is probable that there will be a correlation between
those hotspots and areas scoring high on the Indicators for Multiple deprivation data for
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example, which would have a disproportionate impact on equalities communities/people
with equalities characteristics.
There is extensive research into how to impact on behaviours, and some of this relates to
people with protected characteristics. Overall behaviour change campaigns to reduce
environmental crime will be most successful amongst population groups who believe in and
or have knowledge of the wider social and environmental benefits of keeping their local
neighbourhoods and communities clean and tidy. Outreach projects with BME communities
and faith communities indicate there is real value in developing materials which connect to
the values of different communities.
For example in 2006 Grounds for Change co-ordinated a targeted campaign to increase
participation in recycling services by black and minority ethnic groups in Bristol
The project developed publicity materials which included multi-lingual materials focused on
graphic explanation, clarity and brevity of texts and the campaign message, ‘‘Make a Better
Future for Your Children – Recycle!’. A separate leaflet was produced linking Islam and
recycling with the title, ‘Do not be Wasteful’ (Qur’an 7:31): Save the Earth and Recycle’. This
leaflet was developed by BME workers in consultation with local religious and community
leaders:
http://www.wrap.org.uk/sites/files/wrap/BCLF_Bristol_15.09.08.5866.pdf
Evidence suggests that interventions to tackle streetscene issues such as littering are less
successful if they only adopt a narrow approach to deterring environmental crime. For
example, research by Keep Britain Tidy found that enforcement alone was not enough to
bring about behaviour change and concluded that in order to achieve a lasting change in
behaviour, it was essential that enforcement was used as part of a wider strategy that also
included engagement with, and education of, the local community.
Although it is individuals who drop litter, research suggests that more successful
interventions go beyond looking at the individual and also consider such issues as ‘peer
group pressure’ and the impact that the wider environment can have on an individual’s
behaviour. We know, for example, that people behave differently in different environments,
with different groups of people and at different stages of their lives. We also know that
people drop less litter in clean environments. In their literature review of existing littering
behaviour studies, Zero Waste Scotland noted that: ‘An individual’s feelings about and
relationship to the community and the spaces around them can affect their willingness to
litter’.
Taken together, much of the available research tends to indicate that:



Approaches which adopt a narrow approach (relying solely on enforcement
action for example) are less successful in bringing about long term behaviour
change.
Interventions need to consider the wider environment, and the services and
facilities available which can influence and shape individual behaviour change.
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The approach adopted in the Clean Streets plan emphasises education/information and
community engagement alongside a more robust approach to enforcement.
Promotional/educational campaigns have been successful in overcoming barriers to
engagement around streetscene and waste related issues. For example, a project in Bexley
promoting recycling to residents of high and low rise flats and found the key to greater
engagement in recycling services was to first understand the barriers (perceived or real)
followed by the use of appropriate literature to address the issues raised in order to
overcome the barriers.
http://www.wrap.org.uk/sites/files/wrap/BCLF_Bexley_15.09.08.5864.pdf
Overall, it is felt that as equalities groups are currently more adversely affected by
streetscene issues than the population in general, the proposals in the Clean Streets Plan to
take a more robust approach to tackling streetscene issues will be of overall benefit to
people with protected characteristics. However, in order to mitigate any negative impact for
groups that may potentially be disadvantaged by changes proposed in the Clean Street’s
Plan and related measures, promotional and educational campaigns and engagement with
communities will be undertaken in advance.
2.3 How have we involved, or will we involve, communities and groups that could be
affected?
Embedding the campaign in Bristol Culture – We have maintained a high media profile with
articles in Bristol Post, Bristol 24/7, the Guardian and local magazines; BBC TV, ITV and
Made in Bristol TV; and Radio Bristol, Heart and Ujima Radio. There is a rolling behaviour
change twitter message programme being sent out by BCC and BWC on a daily basis. We
have sent campaign information to 195,000 households in the council tax booklet.
Provide a quality cleansing service –We have reconfigured the waste collection service on
Stapleton Road with the result that recycling went up by 16.7%, and refuse went down by
40.9%. We are working with Bristol University and UWE to improve the management of
student waste issues. BWC delivered the chewing gum behaviour change campaign in
Broadmead which saw a 64% drop in chewing gum litter in the study area and new chewing
gum removal techniques have been introduced on Park Street.
Supporting everyone to do their bit – We have purchased 250 new litter pickers and branded
high visibility vests which are managed by BWC and made available to support community
clean ups. We have more than tripled the number of Eco-Schools (target was double by July
2017) and provided litter picking kits to 30 primary and secondary schools; supporting and
participating in community clean ups. We organised the Great Bristol Spring Clean which
saw 47 clean ups delivered by 36 groups across Bristol in March 2017. We organised a ‘Poo
Patrol Big Spray Day’ which saw 25 schools and 25 community groups or representatives
participating in May and June 2017. This has seen a 50% drop in dog fouling in the project
areas.
Enforce where needed – We are working with the Neighbourhood Enforcement Team to
design monthly enforcement campaigns including fly posting, fly tipping along Stapleton
Road and junction littering. We are also working on the introduction of enhanced
environmental enforcement to support revised policy statements.
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Step 3: Who might the proposal impact?
3.1 Does the proposal have any potentially adverse impacts on people with protected
characteristics?
Streetscene services and streetscene enforcement are carried out citywide with no
discrimination. In order to mitigate any negative impact for groups that may potentially be
disadvantaged by changes proposed in the Clean Street’s Plan and related measures,
promotional and educational campaigns and engagement with communities will be
undertaken in advance.
3.2 Can these impacts be mitigated or justified? If so, how?
We will consider differentiated communication materials and lead in times to engage
effectively both with geographical communities and with communities of interest.
3.3 Does the proposal create any benefits for people with protected characteristics?
Tackling streetscene issues more robustly, as outlined in the Clean Streets plan can have
benefits for everyone, including equalities groups. For example:
Fly tipping - Can cause obstructions to pavements and public highways and can have a
negative impact on older people and people with disabilities or mobility issues.
Graffiti – Can be racist, homophobic or otherwise offensive. Graffiti can also have an impact
on older and more vulnerable residents as it can make an area feel less safe.
Litter – Can make an area feel less cared for and less safe, which is an issue for older and
more vulnerable residents.
Dog fouling – Dog fouling is a nuisance to both residents and visitors to the city. Dog fouling
can also be dangerous, particularly to young children, as they can contract serious illnesses
such as Toxacariasis (round worm infection) from dog faeces.
Research conducted by Keep Britain Tidy found that deprived areas tend to suffer the
most from poor local environmental quality and that those living in more deprived areas are
less likely to feel satisfied with the appearance of their local area than those living in more
affluent areas.
3.4 Can they be maximised? If so, how?
The Clean Streets Plan outlines proposals to identify the hotspot areas in Bristol that need
more intensive improvement work through intelligence gained from BWC, councillors,
partnership structures, and enforcement teams; and programme future activity to address
them to include enforcement campaigns, dog warden activity, bulky waste collection
amnesties, repair, reuse and recycling support and enhanced cleansing support.
As evidence suggests that groups with protected characteristics are currently more affected
by streetscene issues such as litter, it is anticipated that this approach will benefit groups
with protected characteristics.
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Step 4: So what?
4.1 How has the equality impact assessment informed or changed the proposal?
Equalities issues were taken into account when drafting revised waste and streetscene
policy statements which will accompany the strategy. Under ‘Communication: Education
and Raising Awareness’ for example it is noted that:


We will, where necessary, tailor communication and education messages in order to
address specific waste, recycling and streetscene issues within communities.

4.2 What actions have been identified going forward?
The Plan makes clear that it is not adopting an enforcement only approach and will also
focus on education and community development approaches. These actions are of
particular relevance for equalities communities.
4.3 How will the impact of your proposal and actions be measured moving forward?
The actions and proposed interventions will need to include monitoring impact by equalities
community.
Service Director Sign-Off:
Date:

Equalities Officer Sign Off:
Cherene Whitfield
Date: 05/07/17
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BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Page 70

Communities Scrutiny
Commission
Agenda Item 10

Waste
15 April 2019

3rd Box
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Q: Would like clarification as to why
not proceeding with the blue box?
• In Summer 2018 recycling Collect+
was approved
– Included 3rd box

• Opportunity while waiting for new
fleet
– Trial a 90 litre reusable hessian sack
for Cardboard in Stockwood

3rd Box cont…
Benefits =
• Double the size
– Cardboard fast growing waste stream
Page 72

• Built in lid
– Reduces likelihood of recycling blowing around

• Improved H&S
– manual handling

• Easier to store
Cabinet Report in June recommending rollout
City wide

Missed Collections
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Q: Can members have a list of missed
collections for the last year with reasons?
• At present we do not have a truly
representational list
• Contains: duplications, wrongly registered missed
collections etc.

• Currently BCC & BWC IT software are not
compatible
• BWC rolling out new IT software Summer
2019 to enable greater interface

Miss collections cont…
• But we know BWC in 2018/19:
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– Approximately 17 million collections for recycling,
refuse and garden waste services each year
– Total number of missed collections in 2018 was
approx. 32,000 in year
– Collection success rate of 99% in 2018

Agenda Item 11
Communities scrutiny commission – TA costs and options

Communities Scrutiny
Commission
Date 15th April 2019
Report of:

Director of Housing & Landlord Services

Title: Temporary accommodation – costs and options
Ward: Citywide
Officer Presenting Report: Andrew Corp
Contact Telephone Number: 0117 3521601

Recommendation: Update only for information

This report follows on from the November 2018 Housing crisis report and provides clarity
on the following:
•

Provision of emergency accommodation and the new Supported Family units: the

costs and savings.
•

Options of alternative provision of temporary accommodation, including using

our own units: the costs and savings
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1. Numbers in Temporary accommodation

Table 1: Snapshot of total numbers placed in TA at the end of Q4 (2012-2017)
600
Numbers

500
400
300
200
100
0
31-Mar-13

31-Mar-14

31st Mar 2015 31st Mar 16
Date of snapshot

31st Mar 17

31st Mar 18

On the 31st March 2018 there were 517 households living in temporary accommodation1. in Bristol. On the 31st
March 2012 there were 160, this is a 223% increase in use of TA over a 5 year period.
In recent years like other peer local housing authorities Bristol has become heavily dependent on the use of
Temporary Accommodation to place people pending determination on a statutory duty to accommodate.
2. Types of temporary accommodation used
Table 2: Breakdown of temporary accommodation by type

Numbers in Temporary Accommodation at the end of Q3 2018-19
300

248

250
200
Numbers

150
100
50
0

27
Nightly paid
private/shared

69
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9

Block contract Commissioned Leased Private
BCC Family
Housing
emergency
supported
sector by BCC
supported
Association TA
accommodation
hostels
accommodation
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The total number of households in Temporary accommodation at the end of Q3 18/19 was 491.





275 households were in privately managed nightly paid accommodation, also known as spot purchased
51 households were in block contract unsupported accommodation managed by Housing Associations.
It is these units that are moving to family supported from 1st April 2019
156 households in a range of commissioned supported accommodation
9 households in leased private rented properties

3. Cost of Temporary accommodation
The most costly types of TA are privately managed spot purchased accommodation followed by
Housing association block purchased accommodation. When figures are quoted on BCC spend on TA it
is the combined cost of these types of provision that is used.
The total cost of TA to BCC is made up of Housing Options spend plus Housing Benefit subsidy loss.
The providers of this accommodation charge BCC for using this accommodation and BCC partly
recover these costs through Housing Benefit and accommodation charges paid by the households
living in this accommodation, however not all costs are recovered. The accommodation is not
supported accommodation and therefore Housing Benefits cannot claim full Housing Benefit subsidy.
The costs of the other types of TA, aside from leased private rented, are covered through Housing
Benefit payments. Where support is provided, this is commissioned and contract managed by BCC.
Leased private rented properties are significantly cheaper than spot purchased accommodation. 4 of
the 9 units are covered by Housing Benefit with the remaining 5 units attracting a small subsidy loss.
Housing Options spend
In terms of BCC’s spend on Temporary Accommodation we are forecasting a gross spend of
£6.4million in 2018-19 of which we will receive £4.9 million in Housing Benefit and £0.5 million in TA
charges from households. This leaves a net spend of £1 m for Housing Options.
Housing Benefit subsidy loss
Subsidy loss occurs when the Local authority pay’s more in Housing Benefit than the subsidy which it
can claim back from Government (Department of Work & Pensions).
The charges for spot and block purchased accommodation are significantly higher than subsidy caps
which leads to BCC having to finance the difference.
The subsidy loss for 2017/18 is just over £3million and we are projecting a similar loss for 2018/19 for
each year
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We will reduce expenditure on temporary accommodation by reducing our use of TA through:
 building more homes
 improving access to the private rented sector and
 preventing households becoming homelessness through early interventions
We will also reduce expenditure on TA by reducing the unit cost of TA and increasing the supply of
temporary accommodation that attracts no subsidy loss.
Table 4 – Subsidy loss for 2017/18
Temporary accommodation monthly HB subsidy payment vs expenditure 2017-18
(cumulative)
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Table 5 Subsidy loss 2018/19
Temporary accommodation monthly HB subsidy payments vs
expenditure 2018-19 (cumulative)
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4. Moving from block contract emergency unsupported accommodation to family supported
accommodation
See attached report which was agreed at Cabinet on 5th February 2019 – Appendix 1.
We have been in discussions with Housing Associations that provide block contract properties with the
view to switch these units to family supported accommodation. We now have agreement to move 49
out of 51 block contract properties onto the family supported framework w.e.f 1st April 2019.
We opened up the framework and encouraged other providers to apply, however no additional
providers came on board.
For the 49 properties there is currently a subsidy loss of about £270k per annum. The cost to Housing
Options is approximately £80k per annum. The total cost to BCC is £350k per annum.
For Supported Family Accommodation BCC only have to cover the costs of providing support. The
provider of Supported Family Accommodation is responsible for collecting the rent/housing benefit.
The costs of support are set out in the Supported Family Accommodation framework. For the 49 units
the costs of support would be £149k per year, which is £201k per year less than current costs, or £4k
less per unit.
The temporary accommodation budget has overspent in recent years due to increased numbers of
families requiring accommodation and the increase cost of individual units. The Flexible Homeless
Support Grant (FHSG), which replaces the Department for Work and Pensions’ temporary
accommodation management fee and is ring-fenced to tackle and prevent homelessness, has been
used to mitigate the in-year overspends but that is not a sustainable position. Increasing the number
of family supported units will reduce the call on the FHSG, reduce the housing benefit subsidy loss and
bring forecast expenditure back to within budget.
5. Property purchase
To reduce reliance on costly spot purchased accommodation we are planning a rolling programme of
purchasing properties to be used as temporary accommodation, starting in 2019/20 with securing 30
homes, through the open market.
Opportunities will be sought to deliver the best value throughout the project, for example by:
Maximising opportunities to buy back homes sold through right to buy (allowing up to 50%
funding through retained right to buy receipts);
Acquiring homes built through both traditional and non-traditional methods, i.e. explore
opportunities to acquire modular homes, which could be obtained at a lower cost.
These homes will be funded through the use of prudential borrowing, to be held in the general fund.
Rents will be charged at Local Housing Allowance plus a reasonable service charge, ensuring where
household are eligible; the costs should be covered by Housing Benefit. The rental income will cover
the cost of the loan repayment and interest, plus ongoing management and maintenance. There
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remains the option of disposing of these properties at a later date if they are no longer needed and/or
to generate additional funds for BCC.
We estimate that replacing 30 spot purchased properties with these properties will reduce spend on
TA by approximately £300,000 per annum.
Approval will be sought at the May Cabinet, with purchase to commence later in 2019/20
6. Using BCC acquired properties for TA
Since 2017 57 HRA void (empty) acquired homes have been brought back into use for temporary
accommodation. Acquired homes are not purpose built Council properties and have been acquired by
the Council over time for various reasons. For example properties bought for major infrastructure
changes that weren’t implemented. They tend to be more expensive to maintain.
In addition to the 57 acquired properties we also have 2 small schemes where properties have been
converted into TA which were previously office accommodation and one property that is being used as
TA following the voluntary purchase of a long term empty property.
2017/2018 36 Acquired
2018/2019 21 Acquired plus 1 voluntary purchase
The rent and management charge for each property is around Local Housing Allowance. It is covered in
full by Housing Benefit with no subsidy loss.
By the end of 2019/20 the income collected from these properties will have covered the costs of
bringing the properties into use and ongoing maintenance.

Aquired property expiditure vs income 2017-20
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7. Alternative options for reducing spend on Temporary Accommodation
There is a balance to be had between investing in alternative temporary accommodation and
increasing the supply of affordable rented accommodation. The end goal should always be the latter
and the focus of new build development will be affordable rented accommodation.
There are, however, alternatives to spot purchased TA that could prove cost effective. These include
conversations of existing buildings on a “meanwhile use” basis and modular construction options like
those promoted as part of the Housing Festival which could also be used for intermediate move on.
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Decision Pathway – Report Template
PURPOSE: Key decision
MEETING: Cabinet
DATE: 05 February 2019

TITLE

Supported Family Accommodation Framework

Ward(s)

All

Author: Karamo Sanyang

Job title: Commissioning & Contracts (Homelessness) Officer

Cabinet lead: Cllr Paul Smith

Executive Director lead: Colin Molton

Proposal origin: BCC Staff
Decision maker: Cabinet Member
Decision forum: Cabinet
Timescales:
Cabinet Date: Tue 05/02/19
Purpose of Report: The purpose of the report is to seek approval to increase the number of supported family
accommodation units whilst reducing the number of emergency accommodation units where no support is provided.
In addition to providing accommodation with support that better meets the needs of homeless households, this
proposal will also reduce spend on Housing Option’s budget. The Housing Options team is currently securing
accommodation for families through the Emergency Accommodation Block Contract.
Evidence Base:
We have carried out research into the support needs of families in Emergency Accommodation and found that the
majority of households that we contacted had support needs which aren’t being met. These included budgeting,
access to benefits, employment/education/training and mental health. Meeting these support needs by providing
additional supported family accommodation will increase resilience and contribute to future tenancy sustainment.
Emergency Accommodation is more expensive than Supported Family Accommodation. The providers of this
emergency accommodation charge Bristol City Council for using this accommodation. Bristol City Council partly
recover these costs through Housing Benefit and accommodation charges paid by the households living in this
accommodation, however not all costs are recovered. Emergency accommodation is not supported accommodation
and therefore Housing Benefits cannot claim full Housing Benefit (HB) subsidy.
We have 51 units of Emergency Block accommodation managed by Housing Associations which we plan to convert to
Supported Family Accommodation effective from 1st April 2019. For these units there is currently a subsidy loss of
about £280k per annum which is funded by a general fund budget within the Benefits Service. In addition to this, the
Housing Options service fund the shortfall between housing benefit payments, charges received from households
and what we pay the providers. This shortfall is approximately £80k per annum. The total cost to Bristol City Council
is £360k per annum. When these units are converted to Supported Family Accommodation, Bristol City Council will
only have to cover the costs of Support provided which is approximately £150k per annum. The costs are set out in
the Supported Family Accommodation Specification.
We aim to attract providers to the Supported Family Accommodation Framework from the Emergency Block Contract
providers and other providers of Supported Accommodation.

Version April-2018
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We currently have 42 Supported Family Accommodation Units in the Framework with a commitment of £485k for
three years ending 31st March 2021. We plan to secure an additional 100 supported family accommodation units.
Therefore we are seeking a further commitment of £912,183 which will cover 3 years funding of support costs for
100 units (calculated as no. of units multiply by unit cost per annum & multiply by number of years). This figure
allows for flexibility should providers be able to offer additional units. The funding for the additional units will come
from re-allocating Flexible Homelessness Support grant which is currently being used to cover Housing Benefit
Subsidy loss and pay for emergency accommodation. No new revenue funding is needed.
This is not a general fund saving but will reduce the funding from the Flexible Homelessness Support Grant to
Housing Benefits and reduce the Housing Options spend on Emergency Accommodation.
Having the providers in our supported family accommodation framework will allow us to monitor their performance
as we currently do with the other properties on the framework increasing efficiency, value for money and reducing
the costs to the council.
Cabinet Member / Officer Recommendations:
That Cabinet
1. Authorises an increase in the value of the current Supported Family Accommodation Framework by £912,183
to enable an increase to the Supported family accommodation units and help reduce spend on Housing
options budgets.
2. Notes that this will be funded from The Flexible Homeless Support Grant.
3. Delegates authority to the Executive Director for Growth and Regeneration in consultation with the Cabinet
Member for Housing to accept new providers bringing additional units onto the Supported Family
Accommodation Framework Contract up to the value set out in this report.
Corporate Strategy alignment: To reduce costs to the council by reducing the no. of temporary emergency
accommodation and achieve value for money. Key commitment to reduce the overall level of homelessness and
rough sleeping, with no-one needing to spend a ‘second night out’.
City Benefits: This proposal when approve, will benefit the city as it will help reduce the spend on Housing Options
budget, and place families in a better regulated supported accommodation where support will be provided to help
families move on into longer term accommodation.
In addition, we will assess any new providers applying to join the framework around the social value that they will
bring to the contract. We have effective contract management processes set up within the team with regular
performance reporting on equalities data.
Ultimately, if the approach outlined in this report is not approved the council will continue to pay high rent through
Emergency block contract. Homeless families in the Emergency accommodation will continue to live in the
Emergency accommodation with no support, Revenues & Benefits will continue to lose on Housing Benefit subsidy
and Housing Options spend will not be reduce.
Consultation Details: n/a
Revenue Cost

£n/a

Source of Revenue Funding Cost Centre 15156.

Capital Cost

£n/a

Source of Capital Funding

One off cost ☐

Ongoing cost ☐

Saving Proposal ☒

n/a

Income generation proposal ☐

Required information to be completed by Financial/Legal/ICT/ HR partners:
1. Finance Advice: The temporary accommodation budget has overspent in recent years due to increased numbers
of families requiring accommodation and the increase cost of individual units. The Flexible Homeless Support Grant
has been used to mitigate the in-year overspends but that is not a sustainable position. This proposal seeks to
increase the number of units commissioned under the Supported Family Accommodation Framework with at the
same time reducing the number of units purchased within the Emergency Block Contract. This will deliver savings of
Version April-2018
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£4k per unit, reduce the call on the Flexible Homeless Support Grant, reduce the housing benefit subsidy loss,
contribute to delivery of the savings plans and bring forecast expenditure back to within budget.
Finance Business Partner: Neil Sinclair – 22th November 2018
2. Legal Advice: The report seeks approval for additional funding in support of revised commissioning arrangements,
the effect of which is to make less use of Emergency Accommodation, and replace this with greater use of the
existing Supported Family Accommodation Framework, partly by encouraging providers to move over. This request
does not raise any particular legal issues. The proposal will involve converting existing Emergency accommodation
into supported accommodation, and encouraging more providers to join the framework. The existing framework is an
“open” framework established under an EU compliant process, in accord with the light touch regime and allows for
providers to join during its currency. It runs for 3 years from early 2017.
Legal Team Leader: Eric Andrews Team Leader -25 January 2019
3. Implications on IT: “There are no identifiable IT implications in this proposal.”
IT Team Leader: Ian Gale 27th November 2018
4. HR Advice: ‘No HR implications anticipated’
HR Partner: Celia Williams 26th October 2018.
5. Reputational narrative: Increasing the number of supported family accommodation units is likely to be viewed
positively by residents and the media - especially in light of negative coverage around the family who were placed in
a Premier Inn for three years. Key messages around the difference between Emergency Accommodation Framework
and Supported Family Accommodation Framework may need to be developed as well as a narrative around homeless
households.
PR officer: Izzy Kongsgaard 26th October 2018.
EDM Sign-off
Cabinet Member sign-off
CLB Sign-off
For Key Decisions - Mayor’s
Office sign-off

Julian Higson
Cllr Paul Smith
Mike Jackson
[name]

28th November 2018
3rd December 2018
11th December 2018
[date]

Appendix A – Further essential background / detail on the proposal

YES

Support needs research and Supported Family Accommodation specification

Appendix B – Details of consultation carried out - internal and external

NO

Appendix C – Summary of any engagement with scrutiny

NO

Appendix D – Risk assessment

NO

Appendix E – Equalities screening / impact assessment of proposal

NO

Appendix F – Eco-impact screening/ impact assessment of proposal
“There are no significant environmental impacts relating to this report and a full Eco IA is not
required”.

NO

Appendix G – Financial Advice

NO

Appendix H – Legal Advice

NO

Appendix I – Combined Background papers

No

Appendix J – Exempt Information

NO

Appendix K – HR advice

NO

Appendix L – ICT

NO
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BUSINESS CHANGE

Title
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Communities Scrutiny
April 2019
Temporary Accommodation – costs
and options
Andrew Corp – Housing supply manager, Housing Options

BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Temporary Accommodation (TA)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of Households in TA & types of TA
Cost of TA
Housing Options
Housing Benefit subsidy loss
Family supported accommodation
Property purchase scheme
Use of acquired properties
Alternative options

BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Number of households in TA
600

500
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Numbers
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BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Types of TA used
Numbers in Temporary Accommodation at the end of Q3 2018-19
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248

250
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Numbers
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BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Cost of TA
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• Privately managed spot purchased most
expensive followed by
• Housing association block purchased
accommodation.
• When figures are quoted on BCC spend on TA
it is the combined cost of these types of
provision that is used.
• Total cost of TA to BCC - Housing Options
spend plus Housing Benefit subsidy loss.

BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Housing Options expenditure
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•
•
•
•

Forecasting gross spend of £6.4million 18/19
£4.9 million in Housing Benefit
£0.5 million in TA charges from households.
£1 m net expenditure for Housing Options.

BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Housing benefit subsidy loss
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• Subsidy loss occurs when the Local authority
pays more in Housing Benefit than the subsidy
which it can claim back from Government
• The charges for spot and block purchased
accommodation are significantly higher than
subsidy caps. BCC to finance the difference.
• Subsidy loss in 17/18 was just over £3million
• Projecting a similar subsidy loss for 18/19

BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Housing Benefit subsidy loss 18/19
Temporary accommodation monthly HB subsidy payments vs expenditure 2018-19 (cumulative)
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BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Reducing expenditure
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• Reduce expenditure by reducing our use of TA
through:
- building more homes
- improving access to the private rented sector
- preventing households becoming homeless
through early interventions
• We will also reduce expenditure by reducing
the unit cost and increasing supply of TA that
attracts no/minimal subsidy loss.

BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Family supported accommodation
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• Agreement to move 49 block contract
properties onto the family supported
framework
• £350k existing cost of block contract
• £149k costs of support for family supported
• £201k net reduction in expenditure

BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Property purchase
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• Subject to Cabinet approval in May 19
• Start with securing 30 homes (open market)
• Deliver best value for example by:
- Maximising opportunities buy back right to
buy homes (allowing up to 50% funding through
retained right to buy receipts);
- Explore non-traditional build, e.g modular
homes at lower cost.
• 30 properties = £300k p/a reduction in spend

BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Property purchase
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• Funded through prudential borrowing
• Rents at Local Housing Allowance plus a
reasonable service charge
• Costs should be covered by Housing Benefit.
• Rental income will cover the cost of the loan
repayment and interest, plus ongoing
management and maintenance.
• Option of disposing of properties at a later
date to generate additional funds for BCC.

BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Acquired properties
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• Since 2017 57 HRA void (empty) acquired
homes used for TA
• 2 meanwhile use and 1 voluntary purchase
• Rent and management charge is covered in
full by Housing Benefit with no subsidy loss.
• By end of 19/20 income collected will have
covered the costs of bringing the properties
into use and ongoing maintenance.

BUSINESS CHANGE

Title

Alternative options
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• Balance between investing in TA and
increasing the supply of affordable rented
• Focus of new build development will be
affordable rented accommodation.
• Cost effective alternatives:
- conversations of existing buildings on a
“meanwhile use” basis
- modular construction e.g Housing Festival
(intermediate move on)

Questions
Andrew Corp
Andrew.corp@bristol.gov.uk
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Paul Sylvester
Paul.sylvester@bristol.gov.uk

Agenda Item 12
Communities Scrutiny Commission – quarterly performance report

Communities Scrutiny
Commission
15th April 2019

Report of: Mark Wakefield, Service Manager – Insight, Performance & Intelligence
Title: Communities Quarterly Performance Progress Report (Quarter 3 - 2018/19)
Ward: All wards
Officer Presenting Report: Mark Wakefield
Contact Telephone Number: 0117-92-24738

Recommendation
1. For Communities Scrutiny Commission to note the progress made against Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) for Q3 2018/19 (Appendix A1).
2. For scrutiny to consider where additional engagement with the managers of individual service areas
may be appropriate.
The significant issues in the report are:
In terms of performance in Q3 for the services formerly in the communities directorate, of note is the
following when taking the total available KPI results this quarter:
- 57% of KPIs with established targets are performing on or above target and,
- Around three quarter of KPIs with a direct comparison from 12 months ago have improved
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1. Summary
The report and appendix are a summary of the main areas of progress towards delivery of the
Corporate Plan 2018-19.
2. Context
This report and appendix is designed to standardise a set of KPIs and reporting arrangements around
the corporate strategy and BCC’s business plan.
In terms of performance in Q3 for the services formerly in the communities directorate, of note is the
following:
Performance summary:
Taking the total available KPI results this quarter:
• 57% of KPIs with established targets are performing on or above target and,
• Around three quarters of those with a direct comparison from 12 months ago have improved.
Service Areas:
Homes & Landlords:
Strong performance is to be noted with empty homes being brought back into use. As the pool of
empty properties is getting smaller, this will become increasingly difficult going forward.
Rough sleeping is showing evidence of improvement compared to 12 months ago. The KPI itself relies
on a street count so is subject to variability. Further work to consolidate the methodology around
counting methods is underway for 19/20.
Policies around Discretionary Housing Benefit payments have contributed to a drop in homelessness
prevention activity – however the focus on inappropriate long stays in temporary accommodation has
delivered – we are now on target and better than last year.
The home adaptations service is increasing its above target performance. Part of the reason is the roll
out of more assistive technology solutions specific to service user needs. These improvements will be
consolidated into targets for 19/20.
Management of Place:
A dip in recycling performance is due to seasonal affects so we appear to be below target. Taking a 12
month view to account for this, we are better than a year ago.
The use of landfill has undergone a step change for the better this year, from 23% in the same quarter
last year – to 14% this year.
Street cleanliness appears to have a marginal improvement using an established environmental survey
technique. The Quality of Life survey will report in Q4 based on citizen perception of street litter in
neighbourhoods.
Fuel poverty defined through the Low Income High Cost method has improved, we are now better
than the England average.
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Commercialisation & Citizen Services:
Performance on responding to FOIs within the statutory period is below target, but a new case
management system is planned to support the efficient handling of the cases across the organisation.
Complaints performance continues just below target.
Responsiveness to telephone calls within the contact centre has been sustained above the 85% target
and continues to improve.
Channel shift is above target and better than last year.
3. Policy
Bristol City Council’s Business Plan for April 2018– March 2019 sets out a wide range of actions
that are contributing to the delivery of the Corporate Strategy 2018–2023. These actions are listed
under the four strategic themes of Empowering and Caring, Fair and Inclusive, Well Connected and
Wellbeing.
All BCP performance measures contained here are designed to demonstrate our progress towards
the Corporate Strategy (2018-2023). Those for services formerly in the Communities directorate
are set out in Appendix A1
4. Consultation
a) Internal
Performance progress has been presented to directorate management teams and cabinet
leads prior to the production of this report.
b) External
Not applicable
5. Public Sector Equality Duties
5a)

Before making a decision, section 149 Equality Act 2010 requires that each decision-maker
considers the need to promote equality for persons with the following “protected
characteristics”: age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion
or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Each decision-maker must, therefore, have due regard to the
need to:
i) Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct prohibited under
the Equality Act 2010.
ii) Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular,
to the need to --

remove or minimise disadvantage suffered by persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic;
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-

take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected characteristic
that are different from the needs of people who do not share it (in relation to disabled
people, this includes, in particular, steps to take account of disabled persons'
disabilities);

-

encourage persons who share a protected characteristic to participate in public life or in
any other activity in which participation by such persons is disproportionately low.

iii) Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and
those who do not share it. This involves having due regard, in particular, to the need to –
- tackle prejudice; and
- promote understanding.
5b)

This is a report to consider performance progress against the 2018/23 Corporate
Strategy, which has had an Equalities Impact Assessment

Appendices:
Appendix A1: Quarterly Performance report
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985
Background Papers: None
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Communities Directorate – Q3 2018/19 Performance Summary
COMMERCIALISATION & CITIZENS SERVICES
Title
BCP327: Increase the % of Corporate FOI requests responded to within 20
working days
BCP328: Increase the % of stage 1 non-statutory complaints responded to
within 15 days

Target status
Well Below
Below
Above

DRE224: Percentage of telephone calls answered within the CSC

OVERALL SUMMARY:
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57% (8) PI’s On / Above

MANAGEMENT OF PLACE
Title
BCP541: Increase the percentage of household waste sent
for reuse, recycling and composting
BCP542: Reduce the percentage of municipal waste land
filled
BCP334: Reduce the percentage of the population living in
Fuel Poverty

HOUSING & LANDLORD SERVICES
Target
status
Below
Well
above
Well
above

Title
BCP307: Increase the number of disabled people enabled
to live more independently through home adaptations
BCP325a: Reduce the number of people sleeping rough
on a single night in Bristol - Annual Count
BCP354: Increase the number of homeless households
helped by housing advice service to prevent
homelessness

Target
status
Well
above
Below
Well
Below
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Flag

Code

Title

+/-

2017/18
Outturn

2018/19 Target

Q1 Progress

Q2 Progress

Q3 Progress

Comparison
over last 12
months

Management Comments

+

381

480

210

307

494



The end of year target has been exceeded in Q3 as a result of two large empty
properties being brought back into use with 96 units of accommodation. This success
has positively skewed the results. This outcome is unlikely to be replicated in 2019/20.

G&R - Housing & Landlord Services
FI1

.BCP310

Increase the number of private sector
dwellings returned into occupation
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EC2

Number of people sleeping rough on a
.BCP352b single night in Bristol - BCC quarterly
Count

-

66

60

83

82

55



EC2

Increase number of homeless
.BCP354 households helped by housing advice
service to prevent homelessness

+

22.05

24

6.03

10.87

14.74



EC2

Number of households who were in
.BCP356 Temporary Accommodation for more
than 6 months

-

287

260

261

261

242



EC3

Number of disabled people enabled to
.BCP307 live more independently through home
adaptations

+

2,373

2,450

650

1,195

2,327



+

46.10%

48.75%

46.70%

48.00%

45.00%



-

20.80%

15.00%

15.00%

17.00%

14.00%



-

47%
(Not
comparable,
different
survey)

The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government's (MHCLG) Rough
Sleeping Strategy has bought new funding streams on line to prevent and reduce
rough sleeping. As some of the previous MHCLG funding finishes, new funding streams
have been awarded. Rough Sleeper Initiative funding for 2018-20 is having some
impact on reducing rough sleeping. Additionally we are one of 11 ‘early adopters’ of a
Rapid Rehousing Pathway model (a sit up Hub for those new to the streets with access
to private rental sector accommodation and support). These funding streams are
helping to reduce rough sleeping addressing the symptoms but not the causes - and
the flow of people onto the streets - of lack of affordable housing and the impact of
Welfare Benefit Reform.
There was a further drop in the number of Discretionary Housing Payments (DHP)
made during Q3 compared with Q1, which roughly correlates with the overall drop in
preventions this quarter. Contributing factors are a reduction in Discretionary Housing
(DHP) budget 2018/19 compared with 2017/18 and individual awards being of a
higher value compared to 2017/18.
Housing Options have focussed on moving "long stayers" out of temporary
accommodation. Maintaining the level of direct offers from BCC Landlord Services and
targeting households in temporary accommodation has contributed to meeting this
target
There has been a significant improvement in performance this quarter as the service
we are now including all of the adaptation work funded through assistive technology,
hospital discharge and WE Care and Repair. As such performance is now well ahead of
target.

G&R - Management of Place
W2
W2

W2

Increase the percentage of household
.BCP541 waste sent for reuse, recycling and
composting
Reduce the percentage of municipal
.BCP542
waste sent to landfill
Improve street and environmental
.BCP543 cleanliness (percentage of litter) B+
grade or better

7%

Household waste reduces in Q3 due to seasonal factors; in particular green waste
volumes reduce, a material which contributes significantly to recycling performance.
This is above target as well as showing considerable improvement on the same period
last year when 23.6% was reported.
A new survey was undertaken in November 2018. The same survey was previously
completed in 2015/16 showing a litter percentage of 6%. The results are compiled
from visual inspections of a sample of areas around the city.

Flag

Code

Title

+/-

2017/18
Outturn

2018/19 Target

Q1 Progress

Q2 Progress

Q3 Progress

Comparison
over last 12
months

Management Comments

Resources - Commercialisation & Citizens Services
WOP2

WOP2
WOP1
WOP1

BCP327

Increase the percentage of Corporate
FOI requests responded to within 20
working days

Increase the percentage of stage 1 nonstatutory complaints that we respond
to within 15 days
Percentage of telephone calls
.DRE224
answered within the CSC
% channel shift achieved for Citizens
.DRE225
Services overall
BCP328

+

80.50%

100.00%

76.40%

75.00%

79.10%



+

87.00%

90.00%

83.70%

86.00%

87.40%



+

84.74%

85.00%

83.68%

85.92%

86.31%



+

27.30%

30.00%

30.90%

31.90%

30.50%



Volumes received and performance levels are consistent with previous periods.
Hitting the target will be assisted by the installation of an improved electronic case
management system as well as the planned introduction of smarter data retention
policies.
Just short of target in the last period. To achieve targets in the future the small
number of officers dealing with Stage 1 complaints would need to prioritise this work
or their managers will need to identify others to assist.
Quarter 3 is showing as above target.
The reported 30.5% is the quarterly total. The monthly figure for just December is
32.57%

Communities Scrutiny - 3rd Quarter Performance Progress Report (1 April 2018 ‐ 31 December 2018) - Annual PIs
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Flag

Code

Title

+/-

2017/18
Outturn

2018/19 Target

Q1 Progress

Q2 Progress

Q3 Progress

Comparison
over last 12
months

Management Comments



The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government's (MHCLG) Rough
Sleeping Strategy has bought new funding streams on line to prevent and reduce
rough sleeping. As some of the previous MHCLG funding finishes, new funding streams
have been awarded. Rough Sleeper Initiative funding for 2018-20 is having some
impact on reducing rough sleeping. Additionally we are one of 11 ‘early adopters’ of a
Rapid Rehousing Pathway model (a sit up Hub for those new to the streets with access
to private rental sector accommodation and support). These funding streams are
helping to reduce rough sleeping addressing the symptoms but not the causes - and
the flow of people onto the streets - of lack of affordable housing and the impact of
Welfare Benefit Reform.



Based on the Low Income, High Cost (LIHC) definition, there are an estimated 20,709
fuel poor households in Bristol, which is 10.8% of all households. This is higher than
the rest of South West where 10.2% are fuel poor, but lower than England overall,
where 11.1% are fuel poor.

G&R - Housing & Landlord Services

EC2

Reduce the number of people sleeping
.BCP352a rough on a single night in Bristol Annual Count

-

86

75

n/a

n/a

82

-

12.90%

12.90%

n/a

n/a

10.80%

G&R - Management of Place
W3

.BCP334

Reduce the percentage of the
population living in Fuel Poverty

PI Codes
BCP = Bristol Corporate Plan (BCP) PI's are reported to DMT, EDM, CLB and Scrutiny
DGR = Directorate GR (DGR PI's are reported to DMT, EDM and Scrutiny
GR = Growth & Regeneration (GR) PI's are reported to DMT only

Well Above Target
Above Target
On Target
Below Target
Well Below Target

Key



=



Direction of travel IMPROVED compared to same period in the previous year
SAME as previous same period in the previous year
Direction of travel WORSENED compared to previous same period in the previous year
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Corporate Strategy - Key Commitments
Empowering & Caring
Give our children the best start in life by protecting and developing children’s centre services, being great corporate parents and protecting children from
EC1
exploitation or harm.
Reduce the overall level of homelessness and rough sleeping, with no-one needing to spend a ‘second night out’.
EC2
Provide ‘help to help yourself’ and ‘help when you need it’ through a sustainable, safe and diverse system of social care and safeguarding provision, with a focus on
EC3
early help and intervention.
Prioritise community development and enable people to support their community.
EC4
Fair & Inclusive
Make sure that 2,000 new homes (800 affordable) are built in Bristol each year by 2020.
FI1
Improve educational outcomes and reduce educational inequality, whilst ensuring there are enough school places to meet demand and with a transparent
FI2
admissions process.
Develop a diverse economy that offers opportunity to all and makes quality work experience and apprenticeships available to every young person.
FI3
Help develop balanced communities which are inclusive and avoid negative impacts from gentrification.
FI4
Wellbeing
Embed health in all our policies to improve physical and mental health lland wellbeing, reducing inequalities and the demand for acute services.
W1
Keep Bristol on course to be run entirely on clean energy by 2050 whilst improving our environment to ensure people enjoy cleaner air, cleaner streets and access
W2
to parks and green spaces.
Tackle food and fuel poverty.
W3
Keep Bristol a leading cultural city, helping make culture, sport and play accessible to all.
W4
Well-Connected
Improve physical and geographical connectivity; tackling congestion and progressing towards a mass transit system.
WC1
Make progress towards being the UK’s best digitally connected city.
WC2
Reduce social and economic isolation and help connect people to people, people to jobs and people to opportunity.
WC3
Work with cultural partners to involve citizens in the ‘Bristol’ story, giving everyone in the city a stake in our long-term strategies and sense of connection.
WC4
Workplace Organisational Priorities
WOP1 Redesign the council to work effectively as a smaller organisation.
WOP2 Equip our colleagues to be as productive and efficient as possible.
WOP3 Make sure we have an inclusive, high-performing, healthy and motivated workforce.
WOP4 Be responsible financial managers and explore new commercial ideas.

